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H O P E COLLEGE ♦ H O L L A N D , M I C H I G A N

Violent
incidents
bring
police
to
H
o
p
e
Sexual assault In the D o w Center and a nearby stabbing shatter the usual calm on c a m p u s
Alex Bellca
Campus Co-Editor

Over the last week, the usu
allypeaceful Hope College cam
pus was jolted by two violent
incidents that took place within
the^oundaries of campus. The
incidents included a sexual as
sault in the D o w Center and a
stabbing on a city bus that led
police to campus.
Early in the afternoon on Fri
day, Oct. 16th, a female student
reported a case of unwanted
sexual contact in the D o w Cen
ter involving a male member of
the local community. The sus
pect cited in the complaint has
not yet been arrested or official
ly charged.
As of press time, the Hol
land Police Department had
not returned our calls for more
information about the incident.
A charge of unwanted criminal
sexual contact cited in the case
is defined by Michigan statue
as an incident involving inten
tional groping. Unconfirmed
reports also note that the victim

may have known the suspect before the incident.
The D o w Center currently
allows members of the commu
nity to purchase memberships
to use the building. This means
that college students and any
one who chooses to buy a m e m 
bership have access to the same
fitness and locker room facili
ties. It is unclear if any process
exists to screen individuals who
would like to purchase a m e m 
bership.
O n Monday, Oct. 19, an un
related incident again brought
members of the Holland Police
Department to campus. Shortly
before 11 a.m., two individu
als riding a northbound M A X
transit bus on Columbia Av
enue near 13th Street got into
an altercation. According to in
formation released by Holland
Police, the suspect, a 57-yearold Holland man w h o m police
say knew the victim, pulled out
a silver pocketknife and began
stabbing the 37-year-old victim.
After the bus came to a
stop in front of the Kruizenga
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D O W CENTER — Student exercise facility w a s recently the scene of a sexual assault cur
rently being Investigated by Holland Police.
Art Museum, the suspect fled
across campus. Police and para
medics responded immediately,
and a K-9 unit was able to track
the suspect to the corner of East
14th Street and College Avenue

where he was taken into custody
at gunpoint. As of press time,
his name had not been released
by authorities.
The victim, also a Holland
resident, sustained non-life

threatening injuries to his arm
and was taken to Holland Hos
pital for further treatment.
Police are stilllooking for the
knife used in the attack, which
see

A ltercations,page 2

Dr. Dykstra on healthcare a n d poverty
Dr. Jay Dykstra speaks to H o p e students about poverty an d h o w it can affect m a n y facets of life, including healthcare
Alek Molenaar

band and wife who worked in
inner-city Philadelphia and
Burundi. Dr. Dykstra’s friend,
who is an ophthalmologist, ex
plained the differences in issues
with both cultures. Inner-city
Philadelphia had more constant
emergency health issues while
Burundi needed many standard
procedures, such as cataract
surgery. The difference is that
one place has a lot of violence
while the other lacks the basic
medical proficiency. This is the
dynamic difference in poverty,
one sector struggles in this area
while another has different is
sues.
Dr. Dykstra added that alle
viating poverty as whole first
requires short-term relief as a
first step. Doctors and educa
tors that travel to these places
of low-income, or high-materi
al, poverty can make a world of
difference in a short amount of
time.
Dr. Dykstra invited anyone
who felt compelled to serve to
be a “goer” or an “equipper”.

Campus Co-editor
@A lekmole

“Poverty isa deficit of human
need that keeps a person from
the fulfillment they were cre
ated for," Dr. Jay Dykstra said.
Last Wednesday, Oct. 14,
in Hope College’s Schaap Sci
ence Center, Dr. Dykstra gave
a presentation on poverty and
health -care. Dr. Dykstra is a
radiologist at Holland Hospital
and “sits in a dark room looking
at the insides' of people every
day.” He began his presentation
by asking students what pov
erty meant to them and how it
is generally applied. Many of
the answers involved were from
a material perspective. For ex
ample, where a group of people
do not have the necessary sup
plies in order to live well. Oth
ers went toward the emotional
facet of poverty, which involved
a lack of love and attention.
He broke poverty down into
three main categories: social,
personal and systemic. Sys
temic is one of the more known

POVERTY
P hoto C ourtesy of W ikipedia C o m m o n s

P hoto C ourtesy of emaze .c o m

P hoto C ourtesy of c m d a .org

THE DOCTOR IS IN— Dr. Dykstra Is one of m a n y healthcare professionals w h o Is concerned
with h o w poverty and healthcare interact. W h e t h e r healthcare providers are here in the U.S. or
abroad, the ever-changing state of poverty Is a real issue that everyone faces In s o m e shape
or form.

causes of poverty because itcan
affect many people, while per
sonal and social may affect only
a few people. Systemic is the
large-scale type of poverty due
to lack of funding or resources,
such as water or building m a 
terials, impacts a high number
of people. Social is the more
emotional type of poverty, as

it can involve a person or mul
tiple people who cannot com
municate effectively or are pos
siblyclosed-minded rather than
open about social topics. He
gave an example of a patient of
his who merely wanted some
one to talk to rather than hiring
the same medical tests over and
over again. This is an example

of personal and social poverty;
patients are looking for quality
of life and want to be human in
the medical setting.
Dr. Dykstra then invited
students to watch a video and
compare the types of poverty
seen in the healthcare system
in America and Burundi. Dr.
Dykstra’s friends were a hus

see
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Two assaults in
under two weeks
at Hope
♦ Altercations,from page 1
the suspect evidently disposed of
while fleeing arrest. A campus
wide email was sent Monday re
questing students’help in locat
ing the weapon.
This week’s incidents serve as
a reminder that,despite Holland’s
cheery persona, it is susceptible
to crime like any other midsize
city. Students are encouraged to
report suspicious activity to ei
ther Campus Safety or Holland
Police. In cases involving sexual
assault, students can also contact
Sara Duhr, the Title XI coordina
tor on campus.
"Sometimes students are un
sure ifthey want to file a report
and would likesomeone to talk to
about their options. In this case,
they can contact me at duhr@
hope.edu or call 616-395-7802,”
Duhr said.“Iam a confidential re
source and often help students as
they weigh the benefits and costs
ofreporting before making a final
decision.”

The facets of
healthcare and
poverty
♦ Healthcare, from page 1
The “goer” is the frontline per
son travelling to these places
to serve while the “equipper” is
someone who sustains the “go
ers.” Look at going to the Global
Missions Health Conference
2015 for more information.

H o p e ’s F S A E t e a m burns rubber
Nathan Petroe(Je
G uest W riter

Muskegon Michigan— The
15th year of the M y Import Auto
Center Autocross had another
successful turnout of drivers.
Amidst the tuned imports and
big block muscle cars was Hope
College’s own Formula Society
ofAutomotive Engineers (FSAE)
team. Hope’s team was the only
FSAE team represented at the
event, but their car generated
substantial buzz amongst the
crowd.
The track was nothing more
than cones and a chalk line,
pushing both driver and car
to their limits with extremely
technical lines and tight turns,
rewarding skill and car control
) \ '
over sheer power. While some
vehicles seemed to be suited to
the track more than others, the
1 V 3 i
v ? r4
range of vehicles racing against
the clock was an exciting mix for
spectators.
The FSAE car was designed,
V
fabricated and constructed by
. ..3
Hope students as part of a na
tionwide program to give stu
dents hands-on experience at
what it feels like to be a part of
the auto industry.
P hotos C ourtesy of H ope C ollege FSAE
Driver Nate Boysen (T8) was
logging strong lap times, until FAST LANE — Top photo s h o w s Nate Boys e n ('18) as he speeds along at competition In M u s 
the car suffered a breakdown kegon, Michigan. The below picture s h o w s a car being constructed by H o p e students w h o are
after bottoming out over a part Interested In the auto industry.
of the track. “The car was driv nothing like practicing at a real between heats to ride along in 2016 FSAE Michigan event atthe
ing reallywell: we got some good event that they’re going drive at their cars, expanding the event’s Michigan International Speed
appeal to a community of enthu way on Brooklyn, Michigan. The
[lap] times down. Unfortunately, in May.”
The Furrin Group, a Grand siasts from a strict, competitive event will feature roughly 120
after the oil filtercame loose, we
lost all of our oil, so that ended Rapids-based automotive enthu group of racers. Host, M y Im teams from colleges and univer
siast community, has staged this port Auto Center, opened a large sities. Students who participate
our day,” Boysen said.
Faculty advisor Carl Heide- event for 15 consecutive years. section of their lot for the con in their school’s FSAE teams
man shared what makes an event Despite the competitive nature struction of the track.
often find that the events open
The
FSAE
team
will
build
a
of
the
event,
the
atmosphere
like this important for Hope’s
doors into the automotive indus
team. “They’ve been practicing was delightful. Drivers routinely brand new car for 2015, with the try, whether in design, engineer
in Hope parking lots, but there's invited those they chatted with goal of competing in May at the ing or the business sector.
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D e m o c r a t s take on the G O P m e m b e r s
The first Democratic debate hosted by C N N resonated in n u mb e r s and polls, showing Clinton as the lead
Idll Ozer
W orld N ews Co-editor
@ hopeidil!6

Despite the common belief
of Anderson Cooper winning
the Democratic debate as the
main moderator, the polls show
that Democratic presidential
candidates top their G O P
contenders.
According to the polls
, conducted by Cable News
| Network, former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton and
Vermont’s Bernie Sanders are
the top two favorable candidates
by 39 percent and 32 percent,
respectively.
Even though the numbers
were
drawn
before
the
Democratic Presidential Debate
on Oct. 13, the statistics of
the topics that were discussed
feimburse the idea of why two
leftists are the most popular
among the voters.
Disappearance of the middle
class, income inequality and
financing college education,
which are also known as the
most pressing issues, were only
a few of the popular subjects
discussed at the Democratic
debate.
As the middle class was
mentioned 11 times, G O P
candidates touched base with

the problem three times at their
debate that was also hosted by
CNN.
While income inequality
became a discussion-sparking
topic
for
the
left-wing
presidential
hopefuls
with
six
mentions,
Republican
candidates chose not to mention
the topic.
Another concern that was
brought up by the Democrats
was financing college education,
which is also a big chunk of
Senator Sanders’campaign.
The significance of the
matter was cited 25 times by the
Democrats, although right- wing
candidates did not utter it.
One of the biggest themes
that dominated the G O P debate,
immigration, was referenced
11 times by the Democratic
presidential hopefuls, while tally
was at 46 for Republicans.
The attack campaign was
not a part of the Democratic
discussion until front-runner
Hillary Clinton professed her
frustration with the Republican
debate.
“What you did see is that, in
this debate, we tried to deal with
some of the very tough issues
facingour country. That’sin stark
contrast to the Republicans,
who are currently running for

president," said former Secretary
of State in her closing statement.
She continued, “What you have
to ask yourself is: who amongst
us has the vision for actually
making the changes that are
going to improve the lives of the
American people?”
The heat of discussion and
diversity of issues that were
addressed must have drawn
the viewers, since Nielsen
reported that an average of 15.3
million people tuned in for the
presidential debate.
Besides the T V audience,
C N N reported 980,000 live
streams ofthe debate while Fox’s
G O P debate peaked at 921,000.
Democrats have six more
debates in the foreseeable
future with five candidates, even
though six announced thencampaigns.
Harvard professor Lawrence
Lessig decided to run on Sept.
6, six weeks before the first
democratic presidential debate,
yet was not given a podium
since he did not meet the “one
percent” requirement.
While there is stillmore than
a year until the general elections,
Democrats are pending on
Biden's decision on entering the
presidential race.

CANDIDATE SPEAKING TIMES
IN TEIE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE

DEMOCRATIC DEBATE IN N U M B E R S - The debate host
ed by C N N lasted approximately t w o hours, which w a s d o m i 
nated by Clinton and Sanders. A s m a n y issues were discussed
on the debate, the top nine subjects with m o s t mentions were
G u n (42), O b a m a (34), Wall Street (25), Syria (22), Climate
C h a n g e (22), Russia (16), Iran (14), China (13) and Inequality

Scientific s c o o p on the latest findings
Scientists claim to find earthy molecules on other planets, inspiring further investigations on space
Ryan Skowronek
G uest W riter

“W h o would have expected a
blue sky in the Kuiper Belt? It’s
gorgeous,” Alan Stern said, N e w
Horizons principal investigator
from
Southwest
Research
Institute (SwRI).
Over thepastfewyears, recent
strides in space exploration
have once again inspired the
American public: the 2012
landing of the Curiosity rover
through the use of a supersonic
parachute
and
“skycrane”
deployment technique; the high
resolution imaging of Pluto
and Charon earlier this year by
/&he N e w Horizons spacecraft,
launched in 2006; and, most
recently, the discovery of
intermittent flowing water
by the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO), outdating the
movie “The Martian" even
before its theatrical release.
Last week was marked by
further significant scientific
advances about our Solar
System.
N e w Horizons sent back
evidence of a hazy blue
atmosphere as well as ice water
on the surface of Pluto.
“A blue sky often results
from scattering of sunlight by
very small particles,” said Carly
Howett of SwRI.
“On Earth, those particles are
very tinynitrogen molecules. On
Pluto, they.;$ppear to be larger-

but still relatively small— sootlike particles we call tholins.”
Nitrogen
and
methane
become ionized by light from the
Sun, 3.67 billion miles away, and
recombine to form red and gray
tholins in the upper atmosphere
that scatter blue light.
The tholins combine and grow
until they fall to Pluto’s surface,
adding the rust-colored surface,
N e w Horizons’ visible and
near-infrared spectral imager
detected several regions of
crimson water ice on Pluto,
which is covered by other more

volatile ice.
Moving along in the Solar
System, the Hubble Space
Telescope and the Outer Planet
Atmosphere Legacy
(OPAL)
program have produced new
maps of Jupiter, allowing for
changes in the planet’s wind
speeds to be catalogued.
Jupiter’s famous
storm,
the Great Red Spot, which
is
approximately
the
circumference of Earth, is now
seen to be fading in color, while
continuing to shrink, now 240
kilometers smaller than its 2014

measurements.
O n the northern edge of
Jupiter’s equator, a rare wave
structure, known as a baroclinic
wave, has also been observed,
its existence originally met with
skepticism when first observed
in 1977 by the Voyager 2 craft,
Baroclinic
waves
are
associated
with
cyclone
formation on Earth, and the
current wave on Jupiter was
located throughout a region
abundant with nascent cyclones
and anticyclones,
Though there is much left to
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learn about Jupiter, the OPAL
program appears to be having
a promising start on its path to
mapping the atmospheres of our
Solar System’s gas giants.
Next door on Mars, sediment
data gathered from the Gale
Crater point to it being the
vestige of a lake which existed
around three billion years ago.
M R O and the Curiosity
rover’s findings contradict the
hypothesis that the sediments,
which may extend to a depth
of 650 feet, were laid down by
wind-blown dust and sand.
Most of the water is thought
to have evaporated into space
following the depletion of the
Martian atmosphere due to scjlar
wind erosion facilitated by Mars’
magnetic field irregularities, a
catastrophic collision by a large
rocky body or the low gravity
allowing for Jeans escape of
atmospheric particles.
Scientists still do not know
the origin of Martian water, yet
it can only be speculated as to
the origins of water on Earth.
However, the primary view is
that water came crashing down
to Earth in the form of ice on
comets and asteroids.
Space teaches humanity that,
as in every other aspect of life,
the more itssecrets are revealed,
the more people have a better
chance in finding a different
home than Earth that will be
sustainable.
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Syrian update: Russia enters the fray
The oft-antagonist of Western politics has officially declared military action in support of A s s a d ’s regime
Colin O'Connor
G uest W riter

Syria is in shambles. The
nation, once cohesive, has
been assaulted on all fronts. A
brutal civil war raging within its
borders has displaced millions of
citizens, while vast swaths of the
country have been overcome by
the terroristorganization known
as ISIS. The massive rise of ISIS
in the Greater Levant region has
some worried, as though the
Middle East is coming apart at
i^ seams, while Western powers
continue to look on with dismay.
Russia has recently stepped
into the fray as Western leaders
seem either paralyzed or
confused as to what to do with
the Syrian plight. O n Sept. 30,
Russia announced it would
begin targeting rebels fighting
the Assad regime with airstrikes.
Thissudden move from passively
backing the Assad regime with
supplies and advisors to actively
fighting for, and in conjunction
with, the Assad regime has been
viewed as a complete curve ball.
But was this sudden shift
in Russian foreign policy and
war strategy such a surprise?
Russia has been an ally of Syria
since the Ba’ath party,currently
headed by Assad, took power in
the 1950s. Russia also maintains

T his W eek In B rief
Martin Shkreli;the C E O of
The Turing Pharmaceuticals,
notoriously known as the C E O
who hiked the HIV drug Daraparim up by 5,000 percent,
had his donation rejected by
Bernie Sanders when Sanders
stated he would donate the
same amount to an HIV health
clinic.
ISIS training camp discovered
in Istanbul, Turkey. A number
of Tajik and Uzbek ISIS sup
porters have been detained by
Turkish police after they had
reportedly lectured children
on the basis of ISIS and how to
live in an Islamic State.
Hajj disaster casualties in Sau
di Arabia have officiallycome
to a total of 2,121 people. The
crown Prince isinvestigating
measures to make the Hajj a
more safe and open experi
ence for devoted pilgrims.
Japan may halt funding for the
United Nations Education,
Science and Culture Organiza
tion (UNESCO). The organi
zation has posted documents
of the 1937 Nanjing Massacre
as part of their Memory of the
World program.
An Egyptian billionaire isone
step closer to purchasing a
Grecian island for refugees
to be housed on. Greece has
1,200 islands under its gov
ernance with fewer than 300
being inhabited.

its only Mediterranean sea port
in the Syrian city of Tartus,
which has become the base of
operations for the bombing
campaign it initiated several
weeks ago.
Both Syria and Russia also
align themselves with Iran,
which has begun to assist the
Syrian army in ground battles.
Unlike the U.S., both Russia
and Iran do not want Assad
removed from power, as they
will lose one of their last Shia
allies in the region. Because of
the various and oft-opposing
tides that continue to batter the
region, the conflict in Syria has
a chance to significantlyescalate
to incorporate surrounding
nations, especially should the
U.S. and Russia begin using the
war-torn nation as a proxy-war
area.
Up untilnow, the civilwar has
been an effective stalemate with
Assad’s forces holding onto the
major provincial capitols and
the rebel groups taking various
outlying cities and suburbs.
The lack of cohesiveness in the
rebel groups has been a boon
to the Assad regime’s ability to
maintain control.
Each rebel group has its own
set of alliances and enemies
among the various factions.

Due to the lack of cohesiveness
and unity, they have to not only
worry about Assad’s forces as a
threat, but also the different and
opposing rebel forces that may
pose a threat to one another.
Adding to the mix of
convoluted factions, Russia and
Iran are now actively backing
Assad, which may very well
shift the tide of battle in favor of
Assad.
Russia has stated that the
reason they have entered Syria
is to prevent what has already
happened in nations like Libya,
Iraq and, to some extent, Egypt.
Although often brutal and
dictatorial, the Assad regime
has been effective in keeping the
peace in a country with many
different religious and political
sects. Should the government
fall, the worry then becomes
that a large power vacuum will
be created, letting extremist
and militant groups find fertile
ground to flourish, with the
largest worries being ISIS and
al-Nursa (al-Qaida).
The U.S. strategy of backing
the so-called “moderate” rebels
and using airstrikes to combat
ISIS has been, for the most
part, ineffective. Hopefully the
combination of Russian airsupport and Iranian ground

force assistance can help end the
fighting in Syria.
As we have seen in the past,
removing dictatorshipsgenerally
makes things worse for the
country and for the surrounding
region. Maybe this new strategy
will fare better for Syria, but it

also could make things worse.
Only time will tell how the
conflict in Syria will end: in the
hands of Assad and his allies,
with Western backed rebels in
Damascus, or with extremists
groups gaining enough ground
to take over completely.

P hoto courtesy of W ikipedia

A BROKEN STATE — T h e state of Syria Is the 21st C e n 
tury’s greatest humanitarian crisis. A n estimated 7.6 million
people have bee n Internally displaced, with an additional 5
million fleeing to nearby countries, while nearly 10 0 , 0 0 0 ci
vilian deaths have bee n reported. The i m a g e s h o w s the stark
fracture of overall control in the large nation.

M o r e challenges for refugees
European borders are b e c o m i n g increasingly difficult to cross for Syrian families
Kaan Kurtulus
G uest W riter

66
Migrants and refugees
are not pawns on the
chessboard of h u m a n 
ity. They are children,
w o m e n and m e n w h o
leave or w h o are forced
to leave their h om es for
various reasons, w h o
share a legitimate desire
for knowing and having,
but above all for being
more.
—

P ope F rancis

a*

The ongoing crisis of millions
of Syrian refugees pouring into
neighboring nations, and now
Europe, fleeing for their lives
and their freedom, has been a
global topic for months now.
With escalating tensions and the
introduction of Russia into the
fighting in Syria, many countries
are discussing how best to
continue forward with Syria.
One
thing unanimously
understood by all people,
however, is the difficulty of the
life that these refugees have
had, fleeing their countries and
traveling thousands of miles on
foot or incredibly crowded boats
in the Mediterranean Sea.
In the German refugee
camps, where Syrian refugees
are sharing increasingly limited

space with Afghani refugees,
women have faced increasingly
difficult challenges. Reports
surfaced that women were
being sold for sex for 10 Euros.
Six rapes and more than 100
acts of violence have been
reported in the state of BadenWuerttemberg alone.
Slovenia recently decided to
limit the number of migrants
that they would allow into their
nation to 2,500 people per day,
roughly half the number that
neighboring Croatia is allowing.
The migrants have been
spending weeks walking from
Turkey, Greece, Macedonia and
other Mediterranean nations
in an attempt to reach more
Central
European
nations.
Slovenia is primarily a transit
country for these migrants,
using it as a passage to get to
other nations like Germany.
Authorities have thought
that getting this many migrants
through their country would
be“overwhelming."
Since
Slovenia has cut back on the
number they will legally allow
to pass through, Croatia is now
worried that they will now get
the redirected flow of migrants.
The vast majority of refugees
are,
by-and-large,
Syrians
fleeing the civil war. However,
Iraqi and Afghani refugees also
constitute a serious proportion
of refugees. Due to a scarcity
of resources at many of the
camps, arguments have sparked

between refugees and the police
with
increasing frequency.
Migrants must withstand cold
weather for hours on end,
waiting for over-crowded buses
to move them from one camp to
another while the police attempt
to keep peace with hundreds to
thousands of individuals who,
more than likely, do not speak
their language. In particular,
families have been crying out
for assistance for their children,
who, due to a lack of proper
warm clothing, are at a severe
risk for infectious diseases.
Hungary has shut down
the borders in an attempt to
completely block out Syrians.
They declared a state of

emergency this Tuesday and
shut down their border with
Serbia. Refugees that got stuck
in the border pitched tents and
some of them refused water and
wood from officials. “I will sit
here until they open the border.
I cannot go back to Syria. Life in
Syria is finished,” a Kurd from
Syria stated to Reuters.
Hungarian officials arrested
174 people under their new
law for illegal crossing to the
country. The EU is divided
in supporting or declaring
opposition to Hungary's actions
on this situation since Hungary
has given a clear message to the
refugees that they do not want
them crossing their country.

P hoto courtesy of W ikipedia

FLOATING DEATH TRAPS — The Irish Naval Service res
cuing migrants from an overcrowded boat as part of O p e r a 
tion Triton In June, 2015. In an attempt to circumvent the dif
ficulties of traveling by foot, s o m e refugees attempt to travel
through the Mediterranean.

T h e Things They Carried’: Big Read returns to Holland

Hannah Jacobsma

,

the discussions around them can They Carried" raises provides
bring people together to listen the chance for respectful dis
and to learn from each other,” cussion, compassion and under
This November, The Big Read Big Read Program Director Deb standing.
Holland returns to bring togeth Van Duinen said. "When we dis
“One piece I feel is very im
er community members from cuss books together, we learn portant is that even now in this
Holland and surrounding areas more about each other's stories. generation, there are a lot of
to engage in thoughtful discus This is powerful, and itdeepens people’s lives being impacted by
sions and attend events on Tim our sense of community.”
war,” Big Read volunteer Carla
O ’Brien’s “The Things They Car
Alongside local businesses, Kaminski said.
ried.”
retirement homes and the Hope
Local Veteran Jeff Wilcox
In this profound book of College campus, 800 area high said that he is excited about
short stories that blends fact school students are reading the what this year’s Big Read holds.
and fiction, O ’Brien captures the book as well, while engaging Wilcox read “The Things They
prutalities of war by describing with Big Read artist-in-resi Carried” in the summer of 2014
the things that soldiers carried dence Joel Schoon Tanis. To after his brother recommended
throughout the war, both on gether, they are working to cre it to him. Wilcox was a C o m 
their backs and in their hearts.
ate artwork in response to the mander in Vietnam and found
Following last year’s success, book.
himself in the thick of the war in
The Big Read Holland is back
1970. “Ihave never had as much
again thanks to a grant from the
responsibility as I had when I
National Endowment for the
66
was 23,” he said.
For high school stu
Arts and Arts Midwest.
“Everyone should read this
dents, it’s powerful
The events will kick off on
book because it brings context
for them to see adults
Nov. 2 with “The Legacy of
to war,” Wilcox said. “Everything
reading and discussing
Their Burdens,” with Dr. Fred
isprofound in this book."
books. For older gen
Johnson, United States Marine
The month’s events will build
erations, it’s powerful
Corps retiree and Hope College
towards the final keynote ad
for them to see smart,
professor, at 7 p.m. in the Maas
dress with author Tim O ’Brien
insightful and creative
Auditorium.
at The Commons of Evergreen
teenagers get invested
In addition, there will be nine
on Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. He will
events and 13 book discussions
speak directly about his experi
in a piece of literature.
in various locations spanning
ence in Vietnam, as well as the
— D eb V an D uinen
from downtown Holland restau
loss and horror war brings.
B ig R ead P r o g r a m
D irector
rants to Barnes and Noble.
“It is a real treasure to meet
The Big Read presents the
an author of a book,” Big Read
opportunity for people to come
volunteer Nancy Staal said. “To
together to read and discuss a
Although this year's choice hear an author speak gives us
book that ultimately places peo of book sets a very different tone insight and deeper understand
ple on a common ground, allow from lastyear’s “To Kill a Mock ing.”
ing for intentional discussion.
ingbird," the questions and po
A list of events can be found
“I love seeing how books and tential controversy “The Things on Hope's Big Read website.
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BRINGING BACK THE BIG READ — The Big R e a d returns
to Holland to read Tim O ’Brien’s “The Things They Carried.”

Nykerk returns for 81st season
Hannah Wlnegar
G uest W riter
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Reasons to read for leisure
Stephanie Arndt
G uest W riter

It’s confession time. You
haven't actually read a whole lot
thisyear, have you? The amount
of SparkNotes filling your
browser history is higher than
usual because of allthe wonder
fully distracting fall activities
happening on campus. Octo
ber is known for apple-picking,
leaves falling and Halloween,
not books. But did you know
that National Book Month has
been going on, and you almost
-missed it?
I know what you're thinking:
so what? You can barely do the
reading you are assigned daily.
W h y on earth would you want
to add another book to the al
ready daunting pile sitting on
your desk? Trust me when I tell
you that another book isexactly
what you need.
Sometime during our aca
demic careers, we seem to for
get what itisabout reading that
we loved in the first place. The
childhood rhymes of Shel Silverstein become buried beneath
the sonnets of Shakespeare. The
maps that Tolkien carefully
crafted into Middle Earth are
novy replaced with maps that
highlight where war has broken
out again. The letters of the al
phabet we use in calculus don’t

get along with one another like
they did in the childhood classic
"Chicka Chicka Boom Boom.”
A lot has changed since we
were those eager children who
discovered the magic that black
ink sprawled on a page can cre
ate. Let this be your reminder
of why we celebrate books for a
whole month in the firstplace.
Books are for everyone. Just
like the people who write them,
they are allunique, and each has
a purpose for existence. There is
no reason needed to pick up a
book and read itfor fun.
However, ifyou're a busy col
lege student like me, you may
need a little more convincing.
Luckily, I have all the reasons
you need:

that's right here on campus.
You spend hours there study
ing anyway. W h y not make the
most of it? Take a study break,
and browse the rows ofbook for
something you actually want to
read.

You need an escape

W e all do. Midterms are
staring students in the face and
stress is at its highest point so
far this semester. There is no
betterway to unwind than grab
bing a cup of hot cider and sit
ting among the beautiful fallen
leaves with a good book. Trust
me.
N o w that you have all the
reasons to go and get a book,
go! What are you waiting for?
Take a stroll down memory
Reading will not take time lane and visit Hogwarts, Narnia
or even Wonderland. Try some
from your schedule
W e are all guilty of spending Shel Silverstein in between son
our free time scrolling through nets or look for anthologies by
social media, searching for editors, like Sharyn November,
a glimpse of entertainment. for quick short stories to fill
W h y waste your Time ,looking breaks between studying.
Try reading that book you al
for something to erheitain you
when you already have access to ways said you would but never
a different world sitting on your have. Go back to that book you
desk? A quick few pages from a can always count on for a good
book takes n'0’e3d:ratiitleat allif memory.
After the stress of exams, pa
you choose itover your internet
pers and the week overall, your
time.
It’s free! (No really, I swear) imagination will be in great
College is expensive. H o w  need of the spark that it once
ever, a perk of that tuition you knew. Make the most of this
pay is having access to this month in which we celebrate
wonderful place called a library the simplest form of magic.

The season isupon Hope Col
lege. It’s time for Nykerk, which
has served as a school year high
light for many freshmen and
sophomore women. While some
parts of it may seem a bit aged
and cliche, it can be a great way
to foster relationships with oth
ers in one’syear and with upper
classmen as well.
On Sept. 28, prospective
Nykerk participants flooded
the Knickerbocker Theatre and
made sure their presence was
known. The executive commit
tee of Nykerk gave an overview
of the competition through an
impressive lip dub, and coaches
performed dances and present
ed videos. The typical craziness
of 250 people in one space en
sued.
When people think of
Nykerk, they might think of
women in outfits that slightly
resemble those of a flight atten
dant and orators and playgirls
caked with makeup as they per
form for the judges. However,
Nykerk has proven to be much
more than that, like The Pull is
more than a tug-of-war.
Nykerk isa good way to make
bonds that can potentially last
forever. There are students who
met during Nykerk lastyear and
are living together this year. It
is even possible to make a guy
friend or two thanks to moralers.
Needless to say, NykerkUs
more than just a competition.
When one spends at least 12
hours per week with the same
group ofpeople for the month of
October, one is bound to make
friends. Even ifsome see people
they know from class and is able
to have one or two more people
to wave at by the end of Nykerk,

the tradition has done itsjob.
The hostess (General Chair)
of Nykerk has been called
“Queen” and her eventual suc
cessor and right-hand woman
throughout the preparation pro
cess of Nykerk (General Chair
Elect) has been called the “Prin
cess” in the past, which might
give people the impression that
Nykerk is more like a pageant
than anything else.
According to Samantha Cole
(T6), former song girl and for
mer orator, this is something
that the executive committee is
working on changing. Song girls
no longer have to “sit pretty"
(legs crossed, perfect posture
and smiling) when not perform
ing.
The General Chair no lon
ger wears a tiara and ball gown
when she presents, allowing the
focus to be more on the women
performing in song, play and
oration rather than on those in
troducing them.
Something else being imple
mented is the idea of making
Nykerk even more of a commu
nity. This means that not only
does one meet others in their
year when doing Nykerk, they
also meet new people in the
other year as well. Although the
rivalry of Even versus Odd runs
deep, Nykerk istrying to nurture
relationships between years.
While the change in location
to DeVos last year might seem
trivial compared to everything
else going on, itis a change that
was well received.
Adapting to the larger space
was a challenge, but one that
was willfully taken on. Having
Nykerk actually be on campus
not only allows more students
to come, but it also allows more
people to attend in general.
Nykerk takes place on Oct.
31. Don’tmiss out.

American Horror Story’so far IWright’s

Tan’

Hannah Pikaart
Voices Editor
@HANNAHPIKAART

“American Horror Story"
kicked off its fifth season on
Oct. 7 in its signature gruesome
style. Now, two episodes in, the
blood isflowing steadily.
This season, like all others
before it, centers around a spe
cific location; this season is the
Hotel Cortez. As viewers found
out in the second episode, the
hotel was designed by James
March (Evan Peters), a serial
killer who made the hotel into
the “perfect alibi.” He built the
1930s Art Deco hotel to have
fake rooms, soundproof walls,
secret passages and chutes that
lead to the basement, making it
impossible to escape.
The main storyline of this
season follows John Lowe (Wes
Bentley), a Los Angeles Police
Department homicide detec
tive, investigating the 10 C o m 
mandments Killer. After tragedy
strikes his family in 2010, his
son, Holden, is abducted, and
his marriage is tested. Eventu
ally, he and his wife decide that
it’s in everyone's best interest if
he moves out. This is how Lowe
comes to reside in the Hotel
Cortez with many other colorful
characters.
Other Hotel Cortez residents
are Iris (Kathy Bates), the ho-

fails to fly
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GAGA FOR GAGA — Fans couldn't believe that Lady G a g a
would be trying out acting in the latest installment of “A m e r i 
can Horror Story," m a k i n g this season the m o s t anticipated
yet.
tel manager, Liz Taylor (Denis
O ’Hare), a bartender and enter
tainer and Sally (Sarah Paulson).
During her lifetime, Sally was
a heroin addict, but now her
tortured ghost roams the hotel
causing chaos and pain while
looking for love.
The most anticipated char
acter this season is Lady Gaga’s
role of The Countess Elizabeth.
Fans of “American Horror Sto
ry”were surprised when co-cre
ators Ryan Murphy (also famous
for ‘Glee’and ‘Scream Queens’)
and Brad Falchuk announced
that the singer would be added
to the lineup of returning actors.
Gaga’s character is a glamor
ous but deadly vampire. Even
though she doesn’t have fangs

and can go out in sunlight, the
“virus” she is infected with gives
her immortality and requires
she keep a healthy diet of blood.
Along with two lovers, a former
drug addict she saved and a male
model, she has acquired several
“lost boys” or vampire children.
Not too much has been revealed
about her character except for
an allusion to her being March’s
wife.
It is stillfar too early to make
any predictions for this season,
but I do know more characters
are on their way, which means
more casualties, more gore and
more drama. As this season goes
on, more questions will surely
form in viewers’heads and keep
them watching.

Inside V a n d e r P r o v auditions
Nina Kay

~

G uest W riter
@ nkay0612

For a lot of Hope College stu
dents, VanderProv (Hope’s only
improv team) islike Norway; we
know itexists,we know it'sgreat,
but no one is entirely sure what
goes on there. I went to one of
the VanderProv auditions, and I
was happy to find that it was a
really great experience. I have
gone to a good number of audi
tions in m y life, but Vanderprov
was nothing like I was used to.
Instead of being stressful and
competitive, VanderProv audi
tions where fun and, overall, laid
back.
The audition was comprised
entirely of improv games. The
first game we played involved
all of us breaking up into two
groups and standing in two
lines. The point of the game was
to do a bunch of quick scenes
that were only three lines long.
As we did these scenes, cur
rent members of the team were
dispersed amongst the room
,watching us and taking notes.
Another game we played was
called freeze. If you have been
to a VanderProv show before,
you are most likely familiar with
this one. Once again, we stood
in two lines. Two people would
be doing a scene and at some
point a member of the team
would shout “freeze," and the
performers would stop in what
ever position they were in. Next,
the two new people would en
ter the scene and pose the same
way as those who where frozen.
From there, they would rollwith

O
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KEEP THEM LAUGHING — VanderProv w a s m o r e relaxed
and fun than m o s t auditions people m a y be used to.
whatever they where given and
make something up.
This one was an especially fun
game to play because we all got
really into it.Everyone audition
ing supported everyone else and
genuinely laughed when one of
us said something funny (which
happened a lot; there were some
seriously funny people at the
audition). There was an overall
“High School Musical” feeling of
“we’re all in this together." W e all
appreciated each other’s talents
and wanted to have fun.
The audition went on for
about two hours and ended on
a game called 18, which was
comprised entirely of puns.
W e stood in a big line, and the
team members would give us
a noun, such as “shoes." Then
whenever we thought of a pun,
we would step forward and say
it. For example, when the noun
was “clocks,” I said, “185 clocks

go to the hospital because their
daughters gave birth. They are
now all grandfathers!" I really
enjoyed this game because the
team members played it with
us. You would be surprised how
many clever puns can be made
about chickens.
Overall, the experience did
not feel like an audition but
more like a fun night playing im
prov games with friends. Itwas a
great way to meet some new and
extremely funny people at Hope.
Everyone was nice, and the team
members made us all feel wel
comed and respected. While the
best way to know what happens
at VanderProv would be to go
to one of their shows (they’re
free!), I can tellyou that, overall,
VanderProv at its core is about
trying to bring a little humor to
Hope in a constructive and up
lifting way. Also, funny accents.
And puns.

I wasn’t too sure about how
“Pan" would turn out when it
flew into theatres Oct. 9, given
the fact Ididn’tthink I'dbe able
to handle another Peter Pan
adaptation. Of course, I en
joyed the Disney version, and
I was impressed with the 2003
liveaction version. Even Steven
Spielberg’s “Hook" with Robin
Williams and Dustin Hoffman
gave an interesting sequel per
spective.
I thought this was where
I would draw the line. Still, I
went, and my reaction was just
as I expected; “Pan” is just an
other Hollywood concoction
with a poorly conceived story
and overstuffed visuals. Know
ing that this film was on the
2013 Black List, it should have
stayed there.
Serving as a prequel to the
original story, the movie fol
lows Peter (Levi Miller) who
finds himself whisked away to
Neverland, where he meets
a young James Hook (Gar
rett Hedlund) and Tiger Lily
(Rooney Mara). They band to
gether to bring down the vile
Blackbeard (Hugh Jackman),
and Peter discovers his true
destiny as the boy who could
fly.
It sounds like another un
derdog story, but you can only
flyso far with the tale. Doing a
prequel/origin story requires
a lot of imagination, and I was
disappointed when I saw none
of that.
There were several reasons
I hated this film. For one, it
changed everything you knew
about the classic story by J. M.
Barrie. Second, because the
setting and style doesn't match
anything from the original, it’s
too modernized and steampunk-esque, even during the
World War II era.
However, the biggest fail
ure about this film is that they
tried to make it happen. It was
directed by Joe Wright, who
is known as the director of
critically-acclaimed films such

o

o

as "Pride and Prejudice” and
“Atonement.” However, he just
went for “Pan" and made quite
the bad reputation for this film.
I’d have been better off watch
ing “Hook” because it, at least,
has creativity.
Ifyou think the storywas pit
bad enough, think about the
choice for the actors. Jackman
may have shone as Blackbeard
here, but choosing an Ameri
can actress to play a native
warrior caused a lot of contro
versy, and I can see why. Even
Hollywood’s excuse doesn’t cut
it. Additionally, I have no idea
why the casting directors chose
Hedlund as the soon-to-befamous James Hook. He was
the weakest choice. Newcomer
Miller didn’tgive enough wit or
character. The acting in “Pan”
was disappointing to say the
least.
Although acting is one
thing, trying to go over the
budget and wasting money on
visuals and CGI-fueled action
is another. They may have been
interesting, as most visuals are,
but I was too dazed to even re
member what was going on. I
should have just left the theater
and walked the plank. It may
give some Kind of entertain
ment for the kids who see it,
but it felt a little brooding and
touchy for itto be given the PG
rating.
This is perhaps one of the
poorest origin story adapta
tions I have seen yet, with a
terribly twisted script and dis
appointing acting choices. It’s
an overall nightmare for Peter
Pan fans. It’s jumbled all over
the corners of my mind, and it
will probably do as much dam
age to other audience viewers
of the cinema world.
It’s this time where you’ll
have to grow up and no lon
ger go to the second star to the
right and straight on ‘tillmorn
ing. Can you imagine J.M. Bar
rie rising from his grave and'
giving the producers a good!
kick on the bum for ruining
everyone’s childhood with this
film? Maybe not, but that could
be my happy thought.
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SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT — “P a n ” m a y feature
tons of special effects, but Its story Is less than stellar.
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Ourfavoritefallactivities!

crying tliat winter is coming and eating all the Thanks
giving food

Hjc

following

Edit Your Profile

arts: hot cocoa with lots of whipped cream, the sound
of crunchy leaves, Nykerk, and carving pumpkins

editors in chief: sweater weather, boots, apple cider,
people watching on Halloween
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features: wearing large, comfy sweaters and fun
scarves #embracethebasic

campus: driving up Lakeshore Drive to Grand
Haven and enjoying the beautiful fall colors as well as
throwin'the ole pigskin around

voices: carving pumpkins, apple pie, apple cider, curling
up in m y bed with wool socks, sweaters, blankets and
reading

sports: Ireally enjoy reading the interesting and well
\fjj/ten works in The Anchor Sports section; that's
ggod stuff

copy editors: everything pumpkins— carving them,
roasting the seeds, smashing th e m and playing with
the guts; real pumpkin beats pumpkin spice flavor

ads:/flannels/

webmaster: a u t u m n photography, pumpkin spice
lattes, perfect cool weather for football.That means
warm, fuzzy socks every day!

production manager: eating gluten free, milk free, egg
free donuts and being allergic to pumpkin spice lattes

photo editor: the Homecoming Hoedown!
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Humans of Hope
Each week, Anchor writer Gabrielle Werner interviews
a few people on c a m p u s you might want to meet.

Habitually H o p e : M y
top three for wedding glee
-■mm 'r'
I h a v ^ ^ t h Q ^ e of you who
mighfbe plaiining a wedding
in the future.

1. Organization
is key
H o p e Hancock
Co-Editor-In-Chief
@habituallyhope

Courtesy of Gabrielle Werner

Have you nyer felt alone?
“Iguess there has been a time or so that I've feltalone. Well you know, I’m not married and
sometimes your friends are married, and they do things as couples, and you kind of feel a little
leftalone. Butyou have to deal with itand accept it. I go out for supper with my friends, and
I go to bible study, and I do things with my family. I like to read and do crossword puzzles, so
that keeps me occupied. Working here, and I take care of my m o m also, so itkeeps me pretty
busy. M y fatherpassed away two years ago; itwas a blessing in disguise. He was getting so old
and frail; he was ready to go home to Jesus, so that’s the important part. So it’s just been the
two of us since 2013, and before that, they were in a nursing home for a little bit. Otherwise,
I’ve been livingwith them since 1999, and then they have been more or less on their own except
for maybefthe last'fiveyears or so. They’re getting up in age too, where you need sometimes a
little more help. I get to meet all you nice young people here and make new friends, so that's
awesome1
.!’

One hundred and fifty days
until spring, ladies and gents,
and I think we all know what that
means: 150 days until the “ring by
spring” mantra begins infiltrating
the vernacular of Hope College
students. Personally, I do not ad
vocate “ring by spring.” Marriage
should be characterized by love
and commitment, not rushed be
cause “everyone else” is doing it.
As an engaged student plan
ning a wedding for July 2, 2016, I
a m here to tell you that, although
there are many, many things to be
excited about marriage, there are
also plenty parts of engaged life
that I wasn’t expecting. Here are
just a few tips and pieces of advice

A long time ago: preparing for galaxies far far
away, a fan awaits the p r e m i e r e of Star W a r s

A m a n d a Lowry
Features Editor
@aj_manders
So unless you’ve been in deep
hibernation (or encased in carbonite), you know that there’s
a N E W STAR W A R S MO V I E
C O M I N G OUT! Did you hear
me okay? Do I need to raise my
Voice? Because I can do that.
This series has great sen
timental value to me, and a
huge part of m y identity is built
around it. As a kid, “princess"
immediately meant “Leia” not
one of the Disney princesses. I
have more Star Wars books than
most bookstores do on their sci
ence fiction shelves. M y aspira
tion in life is still to become a
Jedi (and don’tyou try to tell me
otherwise).
A

H o p e Hancock
Nicole Metzler
Sophie G u e t z k o
Alex Belica
Alek M o l e n a a r

n c h

When Iwas a child, release
days for Episodes I-III meant
road trips to California and
Hollywood midnight pre
mieres, and May the 4th is a
favorite holiday at home.
All that being said, how
does a super fan, let alone
someone who shows even a
remote interest in the Star
Wars franchise, prepare for
“The Force Awakens?” De
cember isn't too far off, but
luckily I’m here with some tips
to help you get ready for the
onslaught of emotions.
1 ♦ Re-watch the entire
series. Daunting? Yes. Im
possible? Absolutely not!
M y housemates and I have a
two-movie-a-month sched
ule from the start of school
until Episode VII is released.
Of course before you begin
you will have to decide/debate
your preferred viewing order:
release date, story or machete.

2.

Get a countdown for
the movie. I recommend
bookmarking the website
howmanydaysuntilstarwars.

com — not only does it give
you the days, but also the
hours, minutes and seconds.

3.

Take advantage of the
new merchandise. No shame,
I have about five new Star
Wars T-shirts from the boy's
section at JC Penny’s. Meijer has launched the fabulous
Force Friday, and lightsabers
are totally in again. I say we
all commit to buying one and
have massive fights in the Pine
Grove! Target is even selling
Chewbacca plushes for $100!
Expensive? Yes, but an R2D2 fridge won’tfitin my room.

4.

Follow the new cast on
social media. Cast members
John Boyega (playing Finn)
and Daisy Ridley, (playing
Ray) are just as excited about
the movie as fans/super fans.
Their Instagram posts are
inspirational and bound to
brighten your day.
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Listen
to
the
soundtracks. Studying? Go
through Episodes I-VI. Play
ing video games? Mute that

o r

Co-Editor-in-Chief
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Production M anager
Campus N ews Co-Editor
Campus N ews Co-Editor

background noise, and turn up
the Star Wars volume. Trying
to get some stress out? Have a
dance party to “The Duel of The
Fates.”
Hopefully I’ve awoken your
excitement for Episode VII, and
you feel like now you’ve got a
plan to prepare for the movie.
Time is running out, which is
good for those of us who are
both anxious and eager to see
what J.J. Abrams does with the
beloved story. However, let me
say itagain: time is running out,
so dust off those DVDs, hit the
stores and may the force be with
you!

Do you have an
opinion you want
to voice? Tweet @
hopeanchornews
or email us at
anchor@hope.edu.
W e would love to
hear from you!

Within 24 hours of being
proposed to, I had at least two
bridal magazines in m&IPSfcfa
session. They told m e that it
is basically impossible t© plan
a wedding without a wedding
coordinator: FALSE.
The Knot, a popular wed
ding magazine and website,
has a fantastic smartphone app
that helps with wedding plan
ning. Based on your wedding
date, it creates a checklist of
everything you might possi
bly need-to do Before your big
day. M y wedding is going to be
pretty low key, so there were a
lot of things that I could delete
from this listimmediately. The
fact that it is so customizable
makes itsuper helpful.

2. The guest list
will cause stress
As much as Ihate to admit it,
the guest listhas easilybeen the
most difficult part of the plan
ning process. M y fiance and I
are high school sweethearts, so
we have a lot of friends in com
mon. However, he does not
go to Hope, so we had to find
room for our college friends,
which has been difficult. The
list has been the biggest point
of tension between us, decid
ing whether or not our friends
should have guests, how much
of our extended family to invite
and ifkids will be invited.

3. Involve your
fiance
Prior to m y engagement, I
expected that m y fiance would
want little to do with planning
our wedding. I based m y as
sumption off of other people
I know getting married. It
seemed like the guy was rarely
involved in the process,
pleasantly surprised whqn1g^yrj
fiance, Nolan, wanted to he
involved in the wedding plan
ning. He has been helping
with every aspect of the plan
ning process, which has been
such a relief. Our wedding
won’t just be the “bride’s day.”
It is truly going to be an ex
pression of the both of us and
our relationship together - not
just m y favorite colors and love
songs.
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A senior reflects o n his time at H o p e a n d past m u s t a c h e s

Austin Elluru
Columnist
@AustinElluru
While cleaning my room
the other day after having the
ridiculous notion that it could
ti ierlj

ever be cleaned, I happened
to stumble upon a poorly kept
journal from my freshman year.
Looking for any excuse to stop
cleaningmy room, Istopped what
Iwas doing and read through the
entries. I was particularly struck
by one of the passages from the
second entry, which reads: “It’s
my second week here, and I have
no idea what I’m doing. Thinking
about growing a mustache.”
After three years and four
mustaches, I still feel very much
the same way. I remember
coming in as a freshman and
looking up to the seniors who

seemed, for the most part, to
have it all together, and now
somehow I’m one ofthem. But at
no point did I ever feel like there
was transition from a freshman
into a senior, even into the sixth
week of my finalyear.
Honestly, I actually thought
for the longest time that Iwould
just cease to exist after I turned
21. And what’s strange is that
everyone else seems to see me
as a senior. I’m frightened by the
idea that anyone should look up
to me and even more terrified
when anyone asks me for advice,
as if I should be allowed in any

way to influence another human hall,and ifthey should so happen
being.
to be lucky to receive my advice,
Struggling with inner conflict, they should fall down on their
Itook a hard long look at myself knees crying out tears in thanks.
in the bathroom mirror, and I And I don’t have to answer to
realized something about myself. anyone but myself, especially if
I look absolutely fantastic with a the question is “what are your
mustache. And more importantly plans after college?” Petty things
that after three years of avoiding such as cleaning my room or the
doing hard work, I realized that I 15-to-20 page paper required for
have earned the coveted title of Senior Seminar to graduate are
senior.
beneath me. So bring on the rest
I’m embracing what Iam now. of this school year, bring on all
This is my school, m y campus, the challenges and bring on the
my kingdom. The freshmen dirty room. M y mustache and
should all be in awe of my I are ready. I’m a Hope College
presence as I stride down the Senior.

Follow these tips for a successful college transition

Taylor Bennett
Columnist
Growing up, I remem
ber watching so many mov
ies about college: the football
games, the parties, shorter
classes, and most important
of all, the freedom. Therefore,
growing up I couldn't wait for
college and to leave m y small
town. However, once I arrived
at Hope College this year I
realized I was way out of m y
comfort zone. I had to learn
how to make friends again and
get used to how much I had
to study. I had to memorize a
new small town and learn ev
erything else that came with
this new life. Therefore, during
m y months here so far, I have
learned from m y personal ex
perience and from others how
to handle this new transition
to college life. So ifyou are like
me and are struggling with this
transition, here are some help
ful tips:
1. Study in chunks of al
lotted time: If you are feeling
overwhelmed with the amount
of projects, papers and exams
you have, divide your time into
chunks. Study a subject for an
hcftfr/'then take a small break
and write some of your paper
for an hour, study a different
subject for an hour, then work
for an hour on your project and
so on. Your brain will not retain
information as well ifyou study
the same subject for four hours
straight.

2, W h e n

I talked to m y

Freshman Year Seminar pro
fessor about m y schedule, she
gave m e a few tips on when to
do what type of assignments.
Reading for classes and a good
majority of studying should
be done during the day when
you are the most awake, oth
erwise you are either going to
fall asleep reading 100 pages
at night or not retain any of
the information. At night, you
should do more creative tasks
such as working on projects
or writing a paper. During the
nighttime iswhen you are most
creative, and typing at night
will keep you more awake.

your professors are also nice
if you are struggling with the
class or want to discuss a grade
you received.
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. Go out of your way to
eat with someone new. Phelps
dining hall can be pretty intim
idating sometimes when you
see everyone sitting together
in their own groups, and you're
by yourself. However, don’t
think for one minute that you
are alone because chances
are there are multiple people
around feeling just the same as
you. Think of this as an oppor
tunity to meet someone new! If
you see someone else sitting by
Buy an agenda: Onehis or herself at a table or even
thing that also helps ifyou are a group of people nearby, ask to
feeling overwhelmed, is buying join them. Even though there
and color coding an agenda. is a possibility you guys might
Assign a color for each subject not become good friends, at
to keep things organized, and least you spent lunch getting to
write down all your due dates know some new people.
and activities. This helps you
7. Get involved as much as
not to forget things and to stay
you
can. A great way to make
organized. One of m y teachers
friends
is by getting involved
always said, “organization isthe
in
clubs,
intramurals and small
key to success!”
bible study groups! There are
Checking your email and so many clubs on campus that
moodle multiple times a day there is bound to be one that
prevents you from forgetting fits your interest. There is the
online quizzes and other due Quidditch team, ultimate frisdates. A good amount of pro bee (my favorite), Club Anifessors love to use these online malia, Chemistry club, Psy
resources to post due dates so chology club, Knitting club,
make sure to stay on top of it!
Student Government, Swing
Dancing, Habitat for Humanity
Ask questions if you and so many more! Make sure
don’t understand. I have no you don’t sign up for so many
ticed a good amount of people clubs that you don’t have time
are afraid to ask their profes to study or relax with friends.
sors questions in fear of be Pick and choose what you
ing wrong or bothering them. would like to get involved with
However, professors are there this year!
to help you! They love that you
8. Go to as many events as
ask questions because it shows
you want to understand the you can. Another great way to
material and are trying hard meet people isto go to a variety
in their class. Also, it is a great of events throughout the year!
way to get to know your profes There are several multicultur
sors more. Ifyou are too afraid al, art and sporting events al
to ask questions face-to-face, ways going on every day. Even
email them. Meetings with if the event may not be some

3.
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thing you’ve heard of before,
take a risk, and try it!You may
come across certain events that
you really like.

9.

Use technology to con
nect with friends and family
from home. If you are like me
and have been suffering from
homesickness, technology is
a great way to stay connected.
M y friends and I love to FaceTime on certain days of the
week to catch up and vent to
each other. Being able to see
their faces while I’m talking to
them makes m e feel like they’re
right at Hope with me! I also
connect with people on Facebook and call m y family mul
tiple times a week. I like to call
m y family the night before an
exam to hear their words of en
couragement and decrease m y
stress level. Knowing m y fam
ily and friends have m y back
even though they are miles
away makes m e feel like I can
do anything.

4 Painted
pumpkin
ideas
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Write letters to your
family. Even though I said in
the previous tip that technol
ogy is a fantastic way to con
nect with family and friends,
writing letters is as well. Most
people just text or call their
family or friends but personally
I tend to cheer up more when
I see a cute letter or card from
them rather than a text. Letters
are more personal and some
thing you can look at during
the week to remind yourself to
keep moving; you can do this!
So write letters to your friends
and family to let them know
you’re thinking of them!
After reading these tips,re
mind yourself that you are not
alone in this chaotic transition.
There are many people going
through the same things you
are, including me. This transi
tion will have itsups and down,
but one thing isfor certain: you
can do this.
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Sporty Spice: A life of unlikely pairings
Nicole Metzler

nights would be so bleak with
nerds and geeks on campus, so ie The Last Song, starring Miley of filming and journalism.
There’s also the idea of being out her.
this was a huge event. At least Cyrus. Maybe he was buying it
And then there are people
ten of us crowded around my for someone else, but I’d like to a likely pairing, but being paired
in
an
unlikely
situation.
That’
s
l
ike
the biker who break your
think
he
was
getting
i
t
for
him
terrible
computer
screen
to
By now, ifyou’ve been read
self. There’s something so satis the scenario with my new pal expectations. This will surprise
ing my column, you’ve noticed watch in anticipation.
The Anchor staff is made of fying about seeing people break Sophie Guetzko. Prior to this anyone who’s ever met me, but I
that I’m a decently weird person;
19
completely different person your expectations. It keeps you summer, I had never seen, nor legitimately enjoy watching Say
a social outcast, ifyou will. I talk
a
l
i
t
ies and backgrounds. W e in check. No one isas they seem. spoken, to this girl in my lifeand Yes to the Dress on TLC. I don’t
to myself, I laugh at pugs and I
This same idea travels to oth let me tellyou, I missed out. So even know why. I’m not one of
vary
in majors, religions and in
wear far too many beanies for
er
aspects
of my life. A lot of my phie is the best. W e ’re so much those girls who’s had her wed
not being a hipster. Somehow terests, but all ittook was some
I’ve managed to grow quite the thing like Star Wars to bring us friends are just like me: socially alike. W e both had the oppor ding planned out since she was
collection of friends in my years to a new level of closeness for 90 awkward. Others are like my tunity to work for Public Affairs five, and I’m certainly not on
at Hope. Some are awkward like seconds of time. We're a group dear friend Duncan MacLean. & Marketing over the summer. the hunt for a ring by spring. It’s
He's one of my closest friends, There we were, sitting across just terrible television and I get
of 19 unlikely pairings.
me and some aren’t.
Unlikely pairings are some of yet we come from completely from each other at a table in a sucked in.
This topic came to my mind
The mos
thanks to Star Wars: The Force my favorite things. I love to see different social circles. I mean, window-less office for months.
Awakens. The much-anticipat things in places where they don’t he’s a swimmer. W e don’t hang Putting any two awkward peo often the best,
out with the same people, we ple in that situation would bring get out and try new things and
ed trailer was released tonight belong.
One time when I was in line don't spend our weekends doing them closer together and I'm so meet new people and join new
(Monday, Oct. 19), causing a
great stir in the office. W e ’re a at the store, I saw a big biker the same things. But somehow glad it worked out that way for groups. You never know who
staff comprised of the biggest dude buying one thing: the mov we connected over a shared love us. Monday night production you may get paired with.
Co-Eduor-in-Chief
@ N icole_ja

Quotes of the
week
A good laugh and
a long sleep are the
two best cures for
anything.
—

Irish

proverb

99

Conformity is the
• fIS
jailer of freedom
and the e n e m y of
growth.
—

Jo h n F. K ennedy

A n d if they drag you
through the mud,
it doesn’t change
what’s in your
blood.
— T he K illers, “B e
S till”

They w h o dream by
day are cognizant of
m a n y things which
escape those w h o
dream only by night.
—

E dga r A llan P oe

RIOUS D
«JIIVIIWV«JOMNS-GOM ★
Hardships often pre
pare ordinary people
for an extraordinary
destiny.
—

C.S. Lewis
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M S U takes U of M in dramatic fashion
Clayton Sayfle
G uest W riter
@CS ayf23

Saturday afternoon featured
an in-state matchup in college
football between the University
of Michigan (U of M) and Mich
igan State University (MSU): the
battle for the Paul Bunyan Tro
phy. Coming into Saturday, the
hosting team won the last four
games in this series. There were
many storylines coming into this
top 15 matchup. One being the
^rct^howdown between highly
acaaimed firstyear U ofM Head
Coach Jim Harbaugh and M S U ’s
Mark Dantonio in the Big Ten’s
East Division. The game lived
up to the hype. ESPN's College
Gameday was onsite in Ann Ar
bor to witness the electric atmo
sphere that took place thisweek
end on U of M s campus.
Another storyline was M S U
quarterback Connor Cook who
was 29-3 as a starting quarter
back coming into Saturdays
contest. Many said before the
game that if the Spartans were
to pull off the upset against
Michigan, an 8.5 point favorite,
Cook would have to be lights
out throwing the ball around
the field against U of M s stout
defense who had just posted
three straight shut out games.
He wasn’t lights out, throwing
just 18 completions on his 39
attempts (46 percent). U of M ’s
pass defense can get the credit
for a lot of his struggles com
pleting the ball, but Cook did
complete timely passes to move
the Spartans down the field on
crucial drives. Aaron Burbridge
was his favorite target, notching
nine receptions for 132 yards in
a tough battle with U of M cor
ner Jourdan Lewis. Both players
went at it all afternoon, provid
ing for an exciting subplot of the
game.
U of M got on the board first,
early in the second quarter. Full
back Sione Houma broke a 27yard rush up the middle to spark

the Wolverines on a touchdown
drive that ended with Houma
punching itin from 2 yards out.
An exchange of punts for
both teams followed, and Michi
gan State gave their answer,
scoring after a controversial
call that could have changed
the course of the offensive pos
session for MSU. Connor Cook
scrambled for six yards on 2nd
& nine before sliding to the
ground. As the play ended, U of
M linebacker and team captain
Joe Bolden was shoved by M S U
lineman Jack Conklin onto Cook
and made helmet-to-helmet
contact, which was called tar
geting. After replay officials up
held the call on the field, Bolden
was ejected from the game.
M S U was given an automatic
first down and scored two plays
later on an 11-yard run from L.J.
Scott.
U of M weathered the storm
and answered back with a field
goal to make the score 10-7 in
favor of U of M going into the
halftime break.
Early in the second half, a
failed fake punt attempt by M S U
on 4th & 9 put the U ofM offense
in good field position, which led
to a U of M touchdown, anoth
er run from Sione Houma this
time from 1-yard-out. Through
out the game, neither team was
able to establish a solid running
game.
M S U answered on their
next possession with a 30-yard
touchdown pass from Cook to
MacGarrett Kings, one ofCook's
timely passes to keep his team in
the game.
U of M kicker Kenny Allen
booted the ball 21 yards through
the uprights to put Michigan
ahead 20-14 heading into the
fourth quarter. A few posses
sions later,Allen made a 38-yard
fieldgoal to put Michigan up 2314.
O n MSU's next possession,
Connor Cook hooked up with
his fullback Trevon Pendleton

school, O d o m won the National
Player of the Year from Parade
Lamar Joseph Odom, who magazine. While playing only
was born on Nov. 6, 1979 in one year of college basketball at
Queens, N e w York, recently was the University of Rhode Island,
caught in a drug scandal, put he won awards like the Atlantic
ting him in a coma for four days. Ten Rookie ofthe Year and FirstO n Oct. 13, O d o m was found team All Atlantic ten.
unconscious at the Love Ranch,
After Odoms college career,
a brothel in Crystal, Nevada. he was drafted no. 4 overall in
There have been reports that the 1999 N B A Draft by the Los
O d o m was found drinking and Angeles Clippers. He was named
taking drugs before being found to the All-NBA rookie firstteam
unconscious. Reports state that his first year with the clippers,
O d o m had multiple drugs in but the following seasons were
his system when he arrived at marred by two violations of the
the hospital, including a highly league’s drug policy.
dangerous herbal viagra that he
Once his time with the Clip
acquired at the ranch.
pers was up, he was traded to
Odom, a former N B A bas the Miami Heat for a single sea
ketball star, played with big son before he was traded to the
name teams during his career, Los Angeles Lakers. O d o m was
including the Los Angeles Clip with the Lakers for seven sea
pers, Miami Heat, Los Ange sons and was named N B A Sixth
les Lakers and others. In high Man of the Year, and helped the
G uest W riter

T his W eek In Sports
Frl.

Oct. 23

Hockey
vs. Davenport at 7:30 p.m.

Sat.

Oct. 2 4

Women’ssoccer
vs. Alma at 12 p.m.

Volleyball
vs. St Mary’s (Ind.) at 2:30 p.m.

Football
vs. Alma at 6 p.m.

In B rief

CROSS COUNTRY
HOTO COURTESY OF ASSOCIATED PRESS

PAUL STAYS PUT— The Paul B u n y a n trophy will spend its
27th year in East Lansing after Michigan State’s miracle win.
for 74 yards on a wide open
wheel route, bringing the ball
down to the 1-yard line before
L.J. Scott punched in his second
touchdown run of the night,
putting his team down just two
points, 23-21.
The ensuing two drives re
sulted in an exchange of punts.
The Wolverines then punted it
back to the Spartans, who had
never lead in the game, and felt
they had theirlastchance to take
the lead. U of M defensive tackle
Willie Henry sacked Cook on 1st
down and the wolverine defense
came up big with three straight
incompletions, giving the ball
back to U of M, after a desperate
4th & 19 try, to possibly run out
the clock.
M S U had no timeouts left
and U of M pounded the ball
three times with De’Veon Smith,
running the clock down to ten
seconds before Jim Harbaugh
called timeout. U of M lined up
in a traditional punt formation,
M S U with 11 men near the line
of scrimmage in an all out punt
block formation. As the ball was
snapped, U of M ’s long snapper
was knocked over, causing the
snap to come in low to Blake
O ’Neill. O'Neill dropped and
recovered the bad snap, then
fumbled the ball into the air
right into the hands of M S U ’s
Jalen Watts-Jackson, who took

the ball the distance into the end
zone with no time left.
The play left all 111,740 fans
in Michigan Stadium shocked,
and nobody moved for minutes,
even afterthe clock showed 0:00.
U of M players, coaches and fans
thought they had the game all
but wrapped up, but were left
speechless.
“What else is there to say?
Welcome to football., U of M
coach Jim Harbaugh said follow
ing the heartbreaking loss for his
team. Even after the loss, Har
baugh was proud ofhis team.
“W e just kept fighting and
overcame so much in the ball
game,” Harbaugh said.
Mark Dantonio described the
finalplay as “life [getting] flipped
upside down".
Michigan State played until
the final whistle, never leading
in the sixty minutes of game
time, only after the clock had
shown 0:00. The game was one
for the ages, an instant classic
that will be talked about in this
rivalry forever.
Michigan State (7-0) is still
ranked no. 7 in the Associated
Press (AP) Poll and has the in
side track on the East Division.
Michigan (5-2) drops three
spots to no. 15 and stillchases a
Big Ten Championship, but will
need a miracle to overtake the
top of the Big Ten east division.

Former N B A great recovers in Vegas
Angel Inlguez
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team win two N B A Champion
ships.
After seven seasons with
the Lakers, he was traded to
the Dallas Mavericks where he
played for one season before be
ing traded back to the Clippers,
where he played his final season
before leaving the NBA. At this
point, he did not retire from
basketball but went on to play
one year in Spain before finally
retiring in 2014. In the words of
ESPN personality Scott Van Pelt,
“His name is Lamar O d o m and
we knew it long before he got
married on a show none of us
watch."
O d o m had three children, all
with his ex-girlfriend, Liza M o 
rales. His first child, Destiny,
was born on Aug. 5, 1998, fol
lowed by Lamar Jr. born on Jan.
1,2002, and lastborn was Jayden
on Dec. 15, 2005 who died six-

and-a-half months later in June
2006, from Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome, while sleeping in his
house in Ne w York. After be
ing with his ex-girlfriend M o 
rales, O d o m married Khloe
Kardashian in 2009. This lasted
until Khloe filed for divorce in
2015, which has not been final
ized, pending approval by the
court. Besides his two league in
fractures, he was arrested for a
DUI in 2013, but refused to sub
mit a test for it.Suspicions arose
that he was under the influence
of drugs. He served three years
probation and a three month al
cohol abuse treatment.
After being in a coma for four
days, O d o m regained conscious
ness this past Friday and is able
to breathe on his own and talk
to his loved ones. He is making
slow progress, but is recovering.
He hopefully will be well soon.

W o m e n ’s cross country
pulled in a fourth-place finish in
both the Muskegon Community
Invite on Friday and the Wis
consin Oshkosh AA E Invite on
Saturday.
Claire Cooper (’16) posted
fourth overall at Muskegon with
a 5K time of 19:50. Kate Kooiker
(’17) finished second for Hope at
20:20. Ellie Best (T9) finished 12
seconds later.
O n Saturday, Erin Herrmann
(17) placed 14th with a 6K time
of21:49. Finishing 28th was Julia
Stock (16) at 22:07. Avery Lowe
(19) took Hope’s third spot with
22:39 on the clock. She came in
61st overall.
The men’s side finished ninth
at Muskegon and 20th out of 47
teams in Wisconsin.
Nicholas Salomon (17) took
ninth overall at Muskegon with
an 8K time of 27:27. Austin Elluru (16) finished second for
Hope at 27:50. Ten seconds later
and itwas Frank Moen (16).
Ben Zank (16) asserted his
dominance in Wisconsin with a
time of 25:37 to take 62nd over
all. Clocking in at 26:06 was Ju
lian Morrison (17) for 113th.
Interestingly enough, five
runners,
including
Joseph
Beemer (16) and Tyler Brinks
(16), logged a time of 26:10. The
bib chip technology showed that
Beemer finished in 116th, while
Brinks took 118th.
Both cross country teams will
head to the M I A A Champion
ships on Oct. 31. The event is
hosted by Olivet College.

MIAA RELAYS BEGIN
SWIM SEASON
Hope college swimming and
diving hits the pool for their first
competition this Saturday, Oct.
24.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams will compete in the M I A A
relay meet, the traditional start
to the M I A A swim and dive sea
son.
Swimmers will compete in
a series of unusual relays not
normaly swam in compeition.
The divers will participate in
synchronized diving, partnered
up with competitors from other
teams.
The meet isnot scored, mere
ly a low pressure opportunity to
return to competition for the
athletes.
The men's and women's
swim and dive teams open their
M I A A dual meet season on Oct.
31 against Kalamazoo.

Soccer supports Van Andel Institute with purple g a m e s
Nicole Metzler
Co-editor in chief
@ N icole_JA

Both Hope College’s men’s
and 'women’s soccer teams
swept the competition on Sat
urday, with the men taking
Adrian College and the women
defeating Albion College. These
two match-ups were part of the
purple games put on by the Van
Andel Institute's Purple C o m 
munity.
The two teams wore special
ly-made purple jerseys, while
purple shirts were sold to spec
tators. The proceeds from the
games raised money for the Van
Andel Institute, a biomedical
research and science education
P hotos courtesy of H ope public affairs & marketing
organization based in Grand PURPLE PEOPLE PERCOLATE PERKINESS— H o p e soccer players d o n n e d alternate jer
Rapids.
seys with the n a m e s of loved ones. A special event for both H o p e College a n d the community.
The men’s team ended the
night with a 2-1 score line. The
first to make the board was de
fender Toby Blom (T6) in the
ninth minute of play. The goal
was the captain’s second goal of
the season.
David Porte (’16), one of the
other senior captains, claimed
Hope’s second and final goal of
the game just two-and-a-half
minutes later. Ryan Woodside
(’19) made the assist.
In the 24th minute, Adrian
retaliated and slotted the ball
past keeper Joseph Fifer (18).
Fifer made two saves throughout
the game.

Duncan MacLean
Sports Co-Editor
@ D uncmac4

The Flying Dutchmen ice
hockey team improved to 5-0
over the weekend with three
wins in the Schupan Memorial
Tournament in Midland, Michi
gan.
Hope College hockey rolled
through its first two games of
the year, dominating Lake Su
perior State University in two
games, 11-2 and 13-0.
Brimming with confidence,
the Dutchmen skated into the
Schupan Memorial Tournament
with high spirits. Their first
game proved to be no challenge,
dismissing the University of To
ledo 8-0. Goalie Alex Caradonna
(’16) and the Dutchmen defense
put on a stonewall performance,
Caradonna saved all 19 rocket
shots, while the defense shut

aivj

down all five of Toledo’s powerplay opportunities.
After scoring just one goal in
the first period, the offense fell
into itscrushing rhythm, netting
three and four goals in the final
two periods. It was a shared ef
fort as usual with Hope hockey;
six players were able to sound
the buzzer. Peter Stewart (’18)
led the Dutchmen with three
goals. Austen Peterson (19), El
liott Digison (18) and Brandon
Flood (16) shared the team lead
for assists with three apiece and
each chipped in a goal. Garret
Gormley (18) and Austin Huffer
(18) also had one goal each for
the Dutchmen.
In the second game of the
Schupan Tournament, a pro
ductive first period was enough
to lift Hope over Robert Mor
ris University. Gormley led six
different scorers for Hope with
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two goals. Stewart and Flood
extended their goal streak with
one each in the firstperiod. Evan
Fall (18), Cole DeVos (19), and
Caleb Wortz (19) each had their
firstgoals of the weekend.
The title game of the tour
nament brought an unfamil
iar competitive pressure to the
Dutchmen, who had beaten
their opponents thus far by an
average of nine goals. Colorado
State University came out hot
and took Hope to overtime.
The firstperiod saw two goals
by Gormley and one from Colo
rado.
The second period featured a
defensive battle and rough play
with six penalties between the
two teams. Colorado snuck in
the equalizing goal in the 15th
minute of play, but could not
pull ahead, despite multiple
power plays.
Defense continued to rule
throughout the third period,
bringing a 2-2 score to the end
of regulation.
Gormley proved to be the
hero Hope deserved, completing
his hat trick 4:43 into overtime,
winning the game.
Hope hockey is off to a blaz
ing start, taking down some
fierce competition so far. They
return to the ice to take on Dav
enport University in a two-game
series Oct. 23 and 24.
Hope hockey competes at the
American College Hockey As
sociation Division III club level.
All other schools mentioned are
also represented at this level.

The women’s team started
off in similar fashion by tak
ing the first two goals; Leading
goalscorer on the season, Ra
chael Braginton (19), captured
the first goal in the 20th minute,
assisted by Erin Brophy (18).
It was Braginton’s 10th of the
season. She became the ninth
player in Hope’s women’s soccer
history to reach double-digits in
goals scored in a single season.
Elizabeth Perkins (17) con
tinued Hope's dominance just
three minutes later, allowing
the Dutch to go into hSlfftufie
with momentum on their side.
Itwasn’tenough to stop Albion.
The 54th minute saw the away
side take one off Hope in the
form of Domenique Sarnecky.
It took Hope 26 minutes to
bring their tally up to three with
a goal by Grace Bubin (19). It
brought her season total to two.
With less than three minutes
left on the clock, Albion player
Sam Larocca netted a ball past
Hope to make the final total 3-2.
The men’s next game is on
Oct. 24 at Albion. For those not
wanting to make the trek, their
next home game is on Oct. 31
against Olivet College at 7 p.m.
The women’s team face Olivet
away on Oct. 21. They are back
for Homecoming on Oct. 24
against Alma College at 4 p.m.
They are still in second in the
M I A A Conference, just behind
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no.
9 Eastern University
Sports Co-Editor
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that
they won in a close
©A damN ottoli
game with a 3-2 victory. Haze
This past weekend, Hope Col kamp led the team against East
lege volleyball played four games ern, scoring a total of 46 assists,
in two days for the Midwest In 16 kills, and 11 digs. Feldpausch
vitational.
and Muller both added on 11
Since losing to Calvin 3-0 more kills.
last Wednesday, they went on a
Hope took on another ranked
spree destroying all opponents team when they played against
that dared to stand against them. no. 18 Clarkson University
On Friday, the no. 13 Fly (N.Y.), who they defeated in a
ing Dutch claimed victory over 3-0 route. Feldpausch led the
Carthage College in a 3-0 route. team with 13 more kills, while
Hope was led by Haley Muller Hazekamp added 24 assists, sev
(T8) with 11 kills and Lauren en digs, and six kills.
Hazekamp (’16) with 36 assists.
Because of her dominant
Then they went up against performance, Hazekamp was
Bluffton University, defeating named to the all-tournament
them in four sets with a 3-1 vic team along with only seven
tory. Muller scored 10 more kills other players. Hope dominated
to give her double-digit kills in with this 4-0 perfect run (^.ffihe
both games on the day. Sarah Invitational, pushing their
Feldpausch (’17) and Courtney all record to 18-5 on the season.
Hope volleyball returns to
Van Houzen (T7) both led the
team against Bluffton with 11 action with an M I A A matchup
kills each. Hope’s team extended at Trine University Friday Oct.
their record to 16-5 on that day, 20. They return for homecom
2-0 on the first day of the Mid ing game on Oct. 24 against
west Invitational.
St.Marys College of Indiana at
O n Saturday, Hope took back 2:30 p.m. in the DeVette-Van
to the court for their first match Weiren Gymnasium.
A d a m Nottoll

